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be born a prodigy was the rule rather than the exception.
To start on a pianist's career at the age of twenty-six was
a risky thing to do. Paderewski did it.
When in 1886 Paderewski arrived in Vienna to become
the pupil of Theodor Leschetizky, it was not only because
the aged Polish musician, after abandoning his career as
a pianist, had become the most renowned teacher of his time,
but also because no one else would have suited him better.
Paderewski's pronounced individualism rendered him an-
tagonistic to any teacher who attempted to impose a method
upon him. Practically every music teacher of the time prided
himself on having invented a method superior to any other.
Whereas one would prescribe a tense and rigid position for
the fingers, another would postulate loose, floppy fingers;
one believed in the hand falling from the wrist on to the piano
like a dead weight; another would insist upon his pupil's
attacking the keyboard not from the wrist, but from the
elbow ; according to one method the fingers must be raised
stiffly, decisively and accurately like the legs of Prussian
grenadiers ; according to another they must glide over
the keys in smooth unbroken sequence. Such professors
guaranteed with their particular device the undisputed
mastery of the pianoforte. Leschetizky had no method ;
he did not subject his pupils to rules governing their arms,
their wrists, their hands, their fingers ; the one thing he
insisted upon was work, work, and more work, Paderewski's
life till now had been nothing but work : lessons given and
taken, piano playing for his livelihood and for his personal
satisfaction, interpretative work of various kinds and
composition. He did not believe in angels, descending
from their heavenly bliss, taking possession of an ambitious
young man from Poland and leading him straight into the
realms of immortality, but rather in twelve hours* serious
practising a day. The individual talents had at first to

